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LEISURE

Students film murder
mystery mini-series to
air next fall on TV 16
PAGES

Campaign platforms
Students announce candidacy for top SA positions
the relationships made by this year's SA.
"I want to take the community and relationships
built this year and do things for the city and school,"
Student Association officials announced the can- Bundy said. ''I think we can do a lot of good next year
didates for2005-2006 SA positions today presenting with the progress the SA has made. fve got some ideas
students with the opportunity to gather information and excitement; I think it'll be a fun year."
about the candidates before logging their votes in the
McCall, the other candidate for the top SA spot,
SAeleetion W~sday. The1.3studentsrwmingfor is a psychology major from New Hope, Pa. She has
10 SA offices will begin official campaigning at
been a SA women's representative for three years
7 a_m. MoJiday.
HAl~- and is part of the Arkansas State Leadership
AscurrentSAPresidentJimmyHuffs ~C'
~-..11' Forum. McCall said she believes that being
term draws to a close, two students are IF~
~ a co-chairman of SA committees for three
vying for the opp?rtunity to lead. th ~
years and attending meeti;ngs with t_he
SA next ~ear. ~ Josh Bunqy &'lld
Board of Trustees has proVIded her With
j~.r Julie McOall each ~aid they be~ the e~perience and dedication needed as
lie,•e they ba:ve the expenencen~ded
a president.
to best fill the pu-sition. Both presidential 4b
'I think I can do a gOQd job m effectively
candidates will present their platfcmns in
~Jot t.
1eadmg andrepre~nting the student body and
chapel Monday.
in getting.much accomplished next year," McCall
A Bible and religion major from DuBois, Pa., said. ''I want to better the communication between
Bundy is part of the SA Spiritual Life Committee the SA and students, as well as between students and
and served as the student director of 2005 spring faculty. I also want better ties with the Searcy combreak campaigns.
munity. Jimmy did a great job of unifYing the campus,
Bundy, who has beep part oftbe SA for tlu'ee years, and rd like to go beyond campU$ ne.'Ct year."
·· saidhehasthepuQlicleaderShip~en~~ ~- ···-~ Othercpn.~'te.d P<>sitions include "Laura Kaiser
of the job, having held the position of service project and Amanda Raibley for treasurer- Kristin Barnes
director for Chi Sigma Alpha and of secretary for and Sarah Ficks for senior women's representative;
Youth Corps, a. youth ministry organization. Bundy and Carrie Cantrell, Cassidy Garner and Jana Mensaid he plans on~ing his experience to improve upon holland for junior women's representative. •
REBECCA KING
student reporter

gg

~r the children of the world
OIIWt BaiMnger, Anna Carr and Allsha Edmunson, all Harding Academy second·
graders, sjng during chapel Apli 15ln the Benson AuditOrium. The elementW$!dents
~ned the university with their performance, which centered on the song, kJesus
Laves the little Ct!iklren oflhe Wol1d."
·
'

CAB survey shows low participation, high satisfaction
KATHRYN CHERRY
student reporter

:Altbough'64 percent of students in a
MarCh Campus Activities Board survey
said they choose to not participate in
~p\IS~nts, officials said the major-

itJofstudents surveyedwere
O'Vetall with the activitieS

pleased

. program.

I)ustin V~ Stu·
lient aCtivities cOOi'dinato:r, said the survey
was helpful to him and
his staff in evaluating
·students' entertainment
prefere~s.

: "The- feedback we got
was very positive," Vyers said.
"The responses were helpful, and
we've already taken some ideas and
impJemented them."
Ereshman Katie Owens said that
though she _goes -~ '~sional CAB
movie, she has many friends who either g6 to Little Rock. on th:e weekend
or go home instead of attending cam-

an

puseven~.

'There are four girls on ~y hall who
sign dUt for tl).e weekend at least every

other weekend." Owens ~id. "Also, a
lot of-peoplel kno~ lov~ to go to Little
.Bock and prefer to spend lots of money.
I, however,~ go tO atnoYie in the Benson for Tess tlian a.gaThfu of gas costs.

The choice is clear t.o me."
·V"fe said the CAB conducted the
slirvey to compile student and faculty
opinions on the diffe:rerit aspects of
t h e current on~U.S ~ctiYities, inclu.dingthe variety of activities offered and the Pass, a
p~e-paid' card that gets the
purchaser into most campus
~during the semeSter at a
discounted rate andfurno
additional fee.
''Itisn'teasytrying
to fill an entire semester with activities that
appeal tO the entire student body," Vyers said. "And this survey was a simple
way to show that we want to know what
[the student body] is interested in and
what they would consider fun."
To find ways to increase participation,
the survey asked open-ended questions
for students to share their opinions on
the activities they enjoy.
One of the activities the survey ad-

dressed was campus movies.
While movies this year have been
shown on selected Friday and Saturday
nights, 40 percent of respondents said
they would attend a campus movie if it
were shown on a weeknight.
"[Many students] leave town during
the weekend," junior Samantha Brooks
said. "If [the CAB] did more things on
weekdays, mote people might come; but
on the weekends, people get really busy
doing all the extra stuff that can't be
accomplished during the week."
In response to the survey, Vyers said
the CAB will be offering more weeknight
movies and activities next year.
On-campus concerts were also addressed in the survey.
Respondents were asked what type
of concerts and specific performers they
would like to see. Although 52 percent
of those surveyed said they would be
very likely to attend a rock concert at
Harding, country band Rascal Flatts
beat out bands like Dashboard Confessional and The Postal Service as the
most popular music group students
wanted to see.
Vyers said the CAB plans to conduct
more surveys in the future. •

•
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE
Abilene social club breaks softball record
An Abilene Christian University men's social
club broke the record for the world's longest softball game April 17 to raise more money for the
Abilene chapter of Habitat for Humanity.
Thirty-six members of Gamn;ta Sigma Phi
played for 60 hours, breaking a previous record
of 55 hours, 11 minutes.
Forty players were on the teams, and each
player raised at least $650 to play. Each player
played at least every three hours to limit the
amount of time they slept. The 321-inning game,
which gave team Humanity the win over team
Insanity, 729-568, will be recorded in the Guinriess Book of World Records. The marathon game
began at 10 p.m. April14 and ended around 10
a.m. April17.
Although hoping to raise $68,000, the club
raised $22,000.

WEEKLY WINDOW

Arkansas fire claims six lives
Six people, including five children, died in a
mobile home fire Wednesday evening in Humphrey, Ark., a small town 40 miles southeast of
Little Rock.
Wesley Whiteside, 3, Steven Whiteside, 23
months, Dakota Clemons, 4, Edison Ray Clemons, 3, andAiden Joe Richter, 8 months, died in the
blaze. Amanda Clemons, the 23-year-old mother of
Dakota, Edison Ray and Aiden Joe, also died.
Rachel Whiteside just dropped off her sons,
Wesley and Steven, for a play date 10 minutes
before the fire began. The cause of the fire is
under investigation.

Arkansas, Missouri border delineated
Orily recently have efforts been made to figure
out exactly where the 300-mile border between
Arkansas and Missouri runs in some places.
"L'ast week a surveyor finished retracing a
15-mile str~tch of the border along the northern
edge of Marion and Baxter counties that crosses
part of Bull Shoals Lake. Withlli the past year,
surveyors completed another larger section along
the northern edge of Benton County.
The retracements came after private landowners and county surveyors asked the land survey
departments of Arka.I).sas and Missouri to establish a more accurate border, said Cotton Green,
the Arkansas state land surveyor.
"Surveyors need to know where the state line
is," Green said. 'The Missouri highway department
made a request on [the Benton County} project
when they were expanding Highway 71."

Congress OKs prison for movie pirates
People who secretly videotape movies shown
in theaters could go to prison for up to three
years under a bill that cleared the U.S.. Congress April19. The bill also toughens penalties
for hackers and industry insiders who distribute
music, movies or other copyrighted works before
their release dates.
The House of Representatives passed the bill
unanimously by voice vote. The bill has already
passed the Senate, and President Bush is expected to sign it into law.

FACES IN THE CROWD
Ashley Miner, sophomore
Hometown: Terre Haute, Ind.
Major: Education
Flip-flops or Chacos?
Flip-flops
Favorite restaurant: Chili's
Favorite quote: '"Do or do
not. There is no try."'- Yoda
:in Star Wars, Episode V.
What do you want to accomplish before
~you die? "[I want to] show as many children as
possible the love of God."
Favorite book: Any of the "Harry Potter" series.
What have you learned at Harding? ''Your
friends will teach you so much at this school because of what kind of school it is."
What is an interesting fact about you? ''I'm
almost 21, but I have 10 nieces and nephews."

COMING UP

CAMPUS IN BRIEF
OEGE sponsors blood drive

Economics team wins honors

OEGE social club will sponsor an
American Red Cross blood drive
from 3 to 8 p.m. April 25 and from
noon to 6 p.m. April27 in the Hammon Student Center.
The drive will open again from
3 to 8 p.m. April28 in Room 100 at
the College Church of Christ.
To encourage participation, the
social club that achieves the highest percentage of member participation will receive $50 to donate to
the charity of its choice.
For more information, contact
Stephanie Ringold at 4955.

The Economics Team was named
a national finalist in the Business
Ethics Competition and first runner-up of the Mid-Sbuth Regional
Students in Free Enterprise Competition April14-15 in Memphis.
The entry, "Free Enterprise
- Supporting the System that Supports America," was created by seniors Justin Baines, Brian Ford and
Courtney Hix, and juniors Matt Summitt and Lana Gilbert. Dr. Don Diffine, professor of economics, sponsors
the organization.

Marriag~

counseling offered

Dr. Sherry Pollard and Dr. Joe
Brumfield, associate professors of
marriage and family therapy, will
sponsor a weekend seminar for
newlyweds and engaged couples
May 6-7.
The seminar, which costs $25
. for those who register by April 27
and $30 for later registration, will
qualify as premarital counseling for
license documents.
Flyers will be available in the
Mcinteer Rotunda and in the student center.
To register or get more information, call the counseling center at
4347 or go by Mcinteer 313.

Band features guest trumpeter
Chicago trumpeter Doug Scharf
and the jazz band will perform a free
concert of big band tunes and popular songs April 28 at 7 p.m. in the
Reynolds Center Recital Hall.
The program will feature tunes
such as ''In the Mood," ''April in Paris,"
''Moon River" and "Splanky."
Scharf will present a free lecture
about the freelance music business
at 3 p.m. in the recital hall.
He will also conduct a free master
class in trumpet performance April
29 from 8 a.m. to noon in the recital
hall. Those interested in participating should contact Dr. Cindy ·Carrell, assistant professor of music,
at 4386.

4.22 CAB movie, "Phantom of the Opera,"
Benson, 7 and 9 p.m., $2 or free w/ the Pass
4.23 MADD Dash, Carmichael Center, 8 a.m.
4.23 Bison baseball vs. Ouachita Baptist, home,
noon
4.23 CAB movie, "Phantom of the (Jpera,•
·
Benson, 7 and 9 p.m., $2 or free w/ the Pass

4.24 Bison baseball v$. Ouachita Baptist, home,
1:30 p.m.
· · ·
4.24 Qllen house fcirHarbin, Allen, Cone and.·
ESMA, 6:30-8:30 p.m.

4.24 Harding University, Harding Academy and
Sea~liigh SchOol chorus concert,
Admimstration Auditorium, 7 p.m.

4.25 National Zucchini

Bre~d

Day

4.26 National Pretzel Day
4.27 Passover begins
4.27 SA elections
4.27 Administrative Professional's Day
4.28 Student-directed play, "The Elephant Man,"
Little Theatre, 7 p.m.
4.28 CAB movie, "Lemon,; Snickefs A Series of
Unfortunate Events, Benson, 7 and 9 p.m.,
$2 or free w/ the Pass
4.28 Student-directed play, "The Elephant Man,"
Little Theatre, 7 p.m. .
. .
·
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MADD Dash set to
raise money, support
Social clubs may enter relay teams in event
EMILY BURROWS
student reporter

Every 30 minutes someone
dies in an alcohol-related traffic
accident, according to the Mothers Against Drunk Driving. In
2003, 17,013 people died in the
United States in drunken driving accidents.
In Arkansas, 254 people died
in alcohol-related accidents in
2003.
The local
MADD chapter
strives to raise
awarenessofthis
problem, and will ·
Actlvl•m
sponsor its annual MADD Dash April23.
J.D. Yingling, associate professor of kinesiology and event
director, said in addition to the
Harry Miller 10K, Bill and Vivian
Wallace 112 Mile Fun Walk/Run
and the Paul and Sherry Pollard
5K Run, the event will sponsor a
relay race in which campus social
clubs can participate.
Yingling said many students
and faculty members participate
in the Dash because they have felt
the personal effects of drinking
and driving. Philip Yingling, J.D.
Yingling's brother, died when he
was 9 years old.
A drunken driver hit Philip
Yingling while he was riding
his bicycle.
· Sophomore Tyler Stafford said
he decided to participate in the
Dash because some of his professors were offering extra credit.

However, he said hearing a personal story inspired him to run
for a different reason.
"My business law teacher's
husband was killed by a drunken driver," Stafford said. "Mter
hearing her story, it kind of hit
home and made it all the more
important to run."
Dr. Paul Pollard, professor of
Bible and publicity coordinator for
the Dash, said the money raised
from the event will help educate
against the
problem.
He said
the money
I Victim Services I Education supports the
local chapter's
operating costs. The money also
fundselectronicequipmentforlocal
law enforcement agencies.
"We buy video cameras for
the local law enforcement," Pollard said. "So when someone is arrested, the [video] evidence can be
used against them."
Registration continues through
the day of the event.
Pre-registration for the 5K and
10K runs is $15; on-site registration is $20. Families with three
or more runners will pay $12
per runner.
Registration for social club relays is $45 per four-person team.
Sponsored runners who raise at
least $25 may run without a registration fee; sponsored runners
are also eligible for prizes.
Students and faculty may register on Campus Pipeline or in
Mcinteer 238. •

®MADD

CAST
YOU
VOT

Mastering sword techniques
Freshman Mari Hall and Sophomore Steve Stratton practice sword fighting during an outdoor meeting of their stage combat
class April19. Students said they enrolled in the class for fun or for acquiring skills needed for acting.

·Financial freedom calls grads
RENEE LEWIS
student reporter

American financial life is tight
today, according to anApril15 USA
Today article.
"Americans are financially
unfit," the article said. "Consumer debt is at a record high. The
savings rate is at a 25-year low.
And personal bankruptcies hit a
record in 2004."
Finances may be just as tough
for May graduates if they don't
watch their spending carefully,
officials say.
Dr. Jon Roberts, Student Financial SerVices director, said
about 65 perce:nj; of all students
borrow money trom lenders; each
student will have.~ average debt
of $22,000 by gr~duation.
Even with consolidation, a student with $22,000 in loan debt
can expect to pay at least $200 a
month for 10 years at an interest
rate of2.875 percent, according to
FederalConsolidation.org.
Senior Alex Hoffman graduates
in May. He said while facing that
much of a financial commitment
can be daunting, there are ways
to reduce the stress.
''You just need to take your

time; look at all your options," beneficial]," he said. ''You don't
Hoffman said. "Take the best have a lot of money, but you don't
have a lot of expenses, other than
course ·of action you can."
Roberts said students can re- tuition and housing. If you can be
duce their loans while in college strategic about that little money
by living more sensibly.
you have from whatever source,
"Students need
you [can] take those
to know that most
same skills and trans"Save up. Build up
evezy student at the
late [them] to life after
enough
money
....
Harding."
time of graduation
[Contribute] around
says, Tm glad I did
Seniors Ryan and Amy
$1 00 a month to a an
it. It was a good
Garner said while they
investment. I'm
do not have school loans,
IRA to build up for
glad I horrowed,"'
they are planning their
retirement ... "
ROberts said. ''But
financial futures by budwhen t,he.y look at
geting and contributing to
..RYAN 'GARNER,·
the bill they say, 'I
a Roth IRA, a 401K-like
SENIOR
wish I didn't borrow
retirement plan.
Ryan Garner said, for
so much or I should
have cut down on
him and his wife, large
living expenses.' Remember: Live purchases such as a house or car
conservatively."
are not options until they have a
After graduation, students face stable income and a substantial
many financial burdens such as savings account.
loan repayments, car payments,
"Save up. Build up enough monrent payments, utilities and food. ey," Garner said. "... [Contribute]
Many are not used to this pay- around $100 a month to an IRA to
ment-driven financial lifestyle, build up for retirement. Once you
have enough money under your
Roberts said.
Budgeting while in college belt, you can buy something big
teaches good financial habits for like a house or a car." •
the future, Roberts said.
''Budgeting while you're in schooL Student reporter Bridget Clark
when life is pretty controlled, [is contributed to this report.

You could run with the bulls at Pamplona ...

... or dive the Great Barrier Reef .

... but for some real excitement,
come run in the 22nd annual.

The students' pharmacy 1s the ...

·.

• Overall male and female winners
in the SK and 1OK get a free 3month membership at Searcy
Athletic Club
• All sponsored runners raising $25 or
more run free and get a shirt. The person raising the most gets a
free 3 month Searcy Athletic Club membership and a video
Second and Third place also get several gifts.
Lots of faculty members run ... come watch 'em sweat!

Boyce Arnett, P.O.
Class of'66

Casey McLeod, Pharm.D
. Class of '97

Forms available in the Bible office
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Report reveals above-average

graduation rates for HU·athletes

CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bisan

Sophomore Alethea Smith works on her computer at Berryhill Park April21. Wireless Internet access will be available at Berryhill
beginning May 6 because of a city-wide technology plan partly implemented by senior Justin Shubert and junior Chris Perry;

City park goes wireless
IT majors, city officials develop Internet access at Berryhill
BRIAN HALL
news editor

Searcy's Berryhill Park will include wireless Internet capabilities beginning May 6 because of a
brainchild that stemmed from two
Harding students in the fall.
Senior Justin Shubert, who
worked with the Dallas Parks
and Recreation department last
summer, said installing wireless
Internet in Searcy parks originated
from a similar system in Dallas.
Shubert and junior Chris Perry
presented the idea to city officials
in October.
"It's all about Justin and
Chris," Jonathan Picklesimer,
associate professor of business,
said. "They sold the idea to city
officials. [They] are really doing
an outstanding job."
Shubert and Perry said they
gained valuable experience as they
conducted research, marketing and
fund raising for the project.
''It haS been so rewarding because
of the technological challenge, the
business challenge of having to
raise about $40,000, and the fact
that this is rapidly coming out in
the market," Perry said.

Shubert said fund raising was
not what he anticipated.
'We thought it would be easier
to convince businesses to sponsor
[the project]," Shubert said. "It
wasn't easy getting these guys
on board."
Tammy Gowen, city clerk and
director of the city's technology
program, said she thinks wireless Internet will offer residents
and students a better park atmosphere. She also hopes the park
accessory will attract more businesses to the area.
"I believe this gives another
advantage to the city's residents to
be able to use the Internet during
their leisure time," Gowen said.
"Thi ·u put us on the map in
tel"{'lS of econo~ development by
attracting new businesses. None
of the other cities in Arkansas are
-doing this."
Gowen said the wireless Internet addition at Berryhill Park is
part of phase one of a technologycampliign in the city, "Searcy:
Unplugged." Phase one also adds
a new Web site to the city's credentials.
Senior Thomas Ritchie, information technology major, created the

10% OFF COUPON
TI:lermograved Wedding Invitations
For Harding Staff, Faculty or Students
WITH THIS COI.IPON
"Come See Our Great Selection Of lnvitlltlons"

HARDING PRESS
600 S. Remington • 279-4341

Dryer Shoes
Spring~

Hottest Styles!

Web site for the city and updated
its networking capabilities..
'The reason these projects are
going forward is because of the
city's commitment toward progress, and to not just stay a rural
city in Arkansas," he said.
Phase two of the campaign
will include adding wireless Internet access to the sports complex, Gowen said.
''In our ball parks, wireless acx:ess
will allow the city to run Visa and
debit card transactions," Gowen
said. ''It will also allow parents to
run streaming video of their children playing ball for grandparents
out of town to view."
Gowen said the completion of
th!:l project has been a joint effort
between city officials and Harding
students.
''It has been a great opportunity for the city and students of
Harding to worktog&ther," she
said. "I have beerfi.m:pressed to
see how well the stu.aetits have
done and the businesY· and marketing skills they have."
Searcy residents and students
can attend the Berryhill Park
"Wire-cutting" ceremony May 6
at 11 a.m.•

·... ".
three
out
of
five
[sc}jool] days per
BARKLEY TEAAY
week. You h~:ve to get with your
student reporter
teachers lileforeharid so you don't
Harding athletes are reaching get kneec~eep behind in school
graduation at a rate 9 percent higher work."
•':
than the national average of Di'IheNCAAreportsaid the graduvision II schools, according to the ation rate of the BiSQn basketball
2004 National Collegiate Athletic team is· 50 percElnt, whic;h is higher
Association Graduation-Rates Re- than the Division II average of
port published on NCAA.org.
44 percent.
Nearly 62 percent of all stuThe average of Division I schools
dent athletes complete their col- was even lower, 43 percent, with
lege educatioh at Harding com- some schools such as Louisiana
pared to a Division II average of State University reporting a zero
53 percent.
percent graduation rate among its
Some faculty and students said male basketball players.
they expected that Harding's student
Thies said he's not surprised
athletes' academic performances about the low graduation rate in
were better than students at other Division I basketball.
Division II schools.
"Many of those guys are foScott Goode, director of sports cused on playing in the pros."
·
Thies said. "If
information, said
Harding athletes
I had the chance
are some of the
to leave college
best in the conand play for milference.
lions of dollars,
"Harding's
I would too."
student athletes
The NCAA
consistently lead
Al111udentalhlelea
report also said
the Gulf South
Harding student
Conference in
athletes graduacademic honate at an even
54 42%
Footbal
ors,", Goode said.
higher rate in
"That success in
sports such as
5652%
athletics and in
baseball and
the classroom
track.
Track
90 54%
testifies-,to the
The men's
quality of,stutrack team
77
dent athletes that
posted a 100
Harding's coaches
percent graduation rate with
are committed to
recruiting."
the women's
Freshman Jacob Thies,
team graduating at a rate of
Bison basketball team member,
said coach Jeff Morgan, stresses 80 percent.
The Bison baseball team graduthe importance of education.
. "Coach Morgan puts a huge ated an average of 73 percent of
emphasis on [education]," Thies its student athletes.
said. "Coach says we're here to
Head baseball coach Shane Fulget an education first and play lerton said he is happy with the
basketball second."
quality of Harding athletes.
Thies said it is easy to fall
"I am very proud of the types
behind in classes when trying to of student athletes that come
focus on the season.
through the baseball program,"
"I spend more time on the Fullerton said. 'We strive to be
court," Thies said. "When we're better Christians,.st~dents and
in season we can be on the road athletes every day,''li ·

Student Discount
Tigers for Christ, the
Highland Street Church
of Christ collegiate
ministry at the
University of Memphis,
is now accepting
applications for twoyear apprenticeships.
Preference will be given
to students of Harding
University Graduate
School of Religion,
however, other
graduate students are
also eligible.
If interested, please
request an application.

Phone:

One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
·Carryout or Delivery

Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1· a.m.

Country Meadows
Apartments
• Swimming Pool

•Hot Tub
• Laundry Room
• Covered Parking

901-452-1717

Mail:

Reef for tMen and WOtMen, Rocket Pog, ME roo,
Anne Michelle, Jronx, Volatile and tMany tMore!
Dryer Shoes
315 N. Spruce
Downtown on the Court Square

268-8582
Mon-Sat 9-6

Christian Student Center
425 Patterson
Memphis, TN 38111

I Ikdroum

= lkdroum

\,f( )()

\,f 7-~

Email:
tstaffrd@memphis.edu

Application deadline:
May 25,2005

Located only five minutes from Harding
(50 1)268-6296
909 Holmes Road
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Murder mystery mini-series added to TV 16's fall lineup
BONNIE BOWLES
student reporter

I

e nol'.m!illY news-oriented TV 1-6 will

te,!? but of the neWS' genre this fall by

a.irifig an eight-part murder mystery
mini-series produce_d, written ana diected by electronic media production
seniors Casey Cochran and David Condolora
for class credit.
Cochran said the plot has four friends
getting together to make a student film.
The project seems to be going well - until
murder steals the show.
The mini-series will air over eight weeks
and is an independent study project that replaced the broadcast programming class.
The class focuses on the administrative
acts required to program a television station,
but Condolora said he and Cochran wanted
to be more creative. They said they expressed
this desire to the course's instructor, Dr. Lou
Bu~eld, _p~fessqr of communication, who
alloWkd them'to replace the'totir'sl:! with their'
own mini. .series.
· ~ ·····.-~, · ·
~-. ,. ·~
"It was done by students for students,"
Condolo:ra said. "We're making this completely on our own- we wrote it; we funded
it (with the help of a generous grant from my

parents); we cast it; we shot it; we edited it;
and we're releasing it."
Cochran and Condolora said they had to
come up with a feasible independent study
on their own. Before they could begin filming
both Butterfield and Dr. Mike James, chairman of the communication' department, had
to agree to the idea.
According to Cochran, the original plan
was to shoot a movie, but they had yet to
decide on a plot, a setting or running times.
Ultimately, the idea of a mini-series was
most appealing because of its flexibility and
unfamiliarity.
·"I'm excited by the storytelling opportunities that episodic television offers," Condolora
said. ''You can take a lot more time to develop
the characters and get to know them better.
Also, a multi-dramatic production is something we'd never done before, and it would
certainly be a great learning experience."
Cochran said the show's thriller aspect was
brought about by his affinity for the style.
· ·"I've•always"l:iked the tension il.hd sus. ·pense i!F'a hfurdet mystery story," Cochran said. 'We thought it would be
cool to take this genre and adapt it
to our needs."
Comiolora, who works on the edi~g. and eoobxan. who acts m
:it as on.e o-£ the leading ro-les,
s~~eheduling ~hooting with
~ casj:. and crew was hectic.
Freshmen Daniel Challenburg and
~lli,Chaj)pel

and

seph,o.lll,o~e· .Df,lll-

iel Ockay alsa act in the f>roduction.
Even though the characters are not

Sophomore Daniel Ockay holds a boom
mic for freshman Kelli Chappel as she acts
in a scene during filming April1. Most of
the scenes are shot in and around campus,
though the TV series is not set at Harding.

.

Senior Casey Cochran smiles underneath a
hovering boom mic and in front of the camera
during filming for the series April 1. Along with
helping to write and direct the series, Cochran
plays the lead role in the show.
Senior Casey Cochran sits underneath the
tripod of the camera as senior Dave Condolora films his hands. Many shots required
unique angles and adjustments during the
filming.

CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

meant to be Harding students, most scenes
are filmed on campus. Condolora said he
thinks most students will appreciate the
characters' similarities to real people.
''Maybe people won't like the fact that it's
a murder mystery show," Condolora said. "In
general, though, we're hoping that its appeal
will be broad enough that most people will
like it ... I think students appreciate things
more when they're done by people they know
- people they can relate to;"
Senior Grady Lewis said he is supportive
of the series because he likes the creativity of friends and students in small, original
productions.
"I know we've got some guys who make
movies, and just seeing people I know in some
kind of small production is just kind of neat,"
Lewis said.
Freslunan Dustin Johnson said the time the
show airs will affect if he watches it or not.
"'would:pt."'babl.y watch.it," Johnson said. '1
like murder mysteries and things
like that."
Condolora said his main desire
is that they get an audience.
"We hope that people will
like it," Condolora said. "Actually, we hope. that people will
simply watch it. The characters are easy to relate to, and
I think that the story will hold
p,eopl6"1! interest. ~.6Jso, I tliink
students willlike having more
student-produced dramatic
tent on TV H) which is primarily
a news station." •

ron-
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Junior Nathan Looney seeks help from Tim Cox, adjunct art instructor, in his graphic design dass
April19. Cox teaches two sections of graphic design classes ~;>n Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Gmphic design teacher shores story of faith· through health trials
BY JULIE PYE
student reporter

uited up for a Little League
baseball game, an 11-yearold boy from Fairfax, Va.,
crouched behind the plate
.
in his shin guards, waiting
for the pitch. Like dozens oftimes
before, he got up to bat and ran the
bases, but as he ran, his parents
noticed something unusual about
his leg- an observation that would
change his life.
"I grew up playing baseball,"
said Tim Cox, adjunct art instructor. "As I was running around the
bases, my parents noticed I threw
niy left leg out funny to the side.
They took me to the doctor."
The doctors found scar tissue
on the nerves of Cox's leg, thought
to be caused by tight shin guards.
Cox said the doctors said he would
be alright after scraping the nerves
in his leg.
Instead of recovery, Cox's leg
continued to weaken and even-

S

.,

tually, when he was required to
wear a brace, the doctors decided
to take X-rays.
"As the X-ray went down, the
base of my spine got wide - like
something was inside ·my spinal
column pushing its way out," Cox
said. "So they decided to do another
test called a myelogram."
Cox said the procedure requires
a spinal tap ink injection from the
base of'the spine and behind the
ear; the.ink shoots downward and
wherever the ink stops, blockage
is then determined. The ink mixes
with the spinal fluid and shows up
on X-rays, Cox said.
The results showed Cox had
a cancerous tumor. On Oct. 26,
1983, the seventh-grader had his
first spinal surgery, where they
removed 70 percent of the tumor.
Afterthesurgery,doctorsexpected
Cox to recover with the aid of radiation treatment.
Three years later, complications
occurred and more tests were performed. During this time, doctors

.

Tim Cox, adjunct art professor, reaches for a return April20 during a weekly racquetball
match at the Ganus Athletic Center. Cox plays the game every Wednesday at 4 p.m.

,

found that the remaining 30 J)ercent medical treatment he experienced
of the tumor had grown from' his changed his life, because the difneck down to his tail bone.
ficult times were followed by good
The type of tumor found in Cox ones.
was a unique form of slow-grow''I don't really know what a noring cancer, called ganglioglioma. mal childhood was,"· Cox said. "I
It thrived from his radiation treat- thought I had a normal childhood.
ments and had metastasized in I got to do Make-A-Wish. I went to
Cox, possibly since birth, making New York to Marvel Comics, and
him the 13th person in the world it was really cool."
Regardless of the extreme
to have it.
On what should have been Cox's challenges, Cox said he went on
first day of his sophomore year of to graduate from Harding and
high schqol, Cox underwent a 21- become a graphic design artist,
hour emergency surgery. Days later, teacher and husband.
·
Cox said he lat er reanother 13-hour surgery
t urned to Searcy with
~valved a placement
"I like telling this
9t a shunt at the top of
his wife, Erin , an d is
story because,
currently a sponsor for
Ck>.x:S spine in order to
well, it's not really Knight's social club.
~vent the tumor from
my story anymore.
forming again.
Senior Tom Johnson,
graphic design major and
In 1986, the small
I couldn't be here
member of Knights, said
remaining tumor in the
without God,
students respect Cox for
lower spine crushed Cox's
without
my
church,
his experiences and opennerves, leaving his legs
paralyzed. Being bed-rid- without my family." n ess.
":You respect him right
den for weeks ensured
offfor going through what
that he would not walk
TIM COX,
he did," Johnson said.
again.
ADJUNCT ART INSTRUCTOR
''You respect him for putSoon after, Cox was
ting himself out there.
diagnooed with Kypbo:Us,
You feel closer to him
a form of scoliosis where
the intestines were in danger of be- because he's told you this stuff.
ing crushed. Extensive surgeries He makes you feel comfortable,
and an anterior spinal fusion were and he's a good listener."
Junior Ivy Crosby, graphic deperformed in order to straighten
sign major, said Cox's influence
the spine, Cox said.
''They put me in a halo brace goes beyond the classroom because
-a band of metal that goes around of his attitude toward others and
your head and where four screws toward life.
"It has always amazed me,"
are screwed into your head," Cox
said. "Then they put that into a Crosby said. "Of all the people
who should be in a bad mood, he
body cast."
The day after surgery, though was never in a bad mood. He could
Cox's body was not ready for the have taken the whole experience
pressure, the medical staff removed and looked at it in a negative way,
him from his bed, causing the ver- but he sees it as positive. He's
tebrae on either side of the fusion uplifting to be around."
Junior Nathan Looney, a stuto shatter.
Cox said he was then sent home dent of Cox's, said he appreciates
in his parents' complete care to Cox as a teacher and spiritual exremain in bed in his body cast for ample.
"He knows what he's doing,"
six months.
''We turned our living room into Looney said. "I respect him- everything he's gone through and
a hospital room," Cox said.
The fusion healed after six the work he's done."
Cox said though he works
months, in time for a holiday
for Harding, he telecommutes
surprise.
"Christmas day 'was the first to Washington, D.C., where he
time I sat up in six months," Cox works for a government contracsaid. "After that, they said it would tor, designing seals and graphtake a truck to break my back.''
ics for organizations like the CIA,
Then, in May 1992, Cox said the NATO and FBI.
doctors discovered he had blood
''I like telling this story because,
poisoning from medical complica- well, it's not really my story anytions, which ultimately resulted in more," Cox said. "I couldn't be here
without God, without my church,
the amputation of his left leg.
Cox said the next 10 years of without my family." •

I
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Film tells trag!c
story of genocide
'Rwanda' rivets, angers viewers
worth killing over.
Many of them intermarried
or had someone of the opposite
Eleven years ago in the coun· heritage close to them. The mastry of Rwanda, an event occurred sacre that took place turned famthat was so horrendous the whole ily against family and tore apart
world should have stopped and a country.
One of the movie's strengths is
taken notice.
soft-spoken lead character, Paul
The sad part is, no one did.
The movie "Hotel Rwanda," re- Rusesabagina (Don Cheadle). He
cently released to DVD, captures is the manager of a well-to-do hothese events and leaves the viewer tel, and through the course of the
shaken by the way people were movie he houses more than 1,000
treated and angry at the lack of Tutsi refugees- in addition to his
people who cared. Based on true Tutsi wife and their four children.
events, it tells how one ordinary His extraordinary courage and
man risks his life to save thou- calmness in the face of danger
molds him into a hero worth watchsands of refugees.
When we hear of events such ing- a hero that is real.
The movie stirred anger within
as Sept. 11 or the Columbine
school shooting, the tragedy hits me, which I did not anticipate. I
us because we are connected to it. read many testimonies of others
who felt similarly.
Many times, however,
Most of the world
we open the newspaper
outside of Rwanda
Many times,
and see that thousands
were killed, and then
however, we open did nothing to assist;
many who could have
lay the paper down and
the newspaper
been saved were left
forget it.
and see that
behind.
Why is that?
One of the film's most
thousands
were
Perhaps it is because
events like that seem killed, and then lay compelling scenes features a Red Cross nurse
to be worlds away. "Hothe paper down
recalling seeing two ortel Rwanda" blows this
and forget it.
phans killed. She said
view out of the water.
Why is that?
the older sister had the
The story takes
younger one on her back,
place in 1994. The
and right before they
United Nations made
were
chopped down by
a peace agreement to
supposedly end all fighting be- machetes, the girl pleaded to the
tween the Tutsi rebels (otherwise nurse, "Please don't let them kill
known as cockroaches) and the me. I promise I won't be Tutsi
Hutsu. When this goes bad, the anymore."
No amount of script writing
slaughter begins.
You may wonder how a movie and creativeness can produce
such as this can be so touching. anything as powerful as this
The answer is found in the identi- film's true story.
It isn't a pleasant experience,
ties of the Tutsi and Hutsu. That
is the mind-boggling part of the but the story of Rwanda needs
to be told. •
whole film .
You see, the Tutsi and Hutsu
were practically the same. One
group did have lighter skin, differently shaped noses and were
born with the name, Tutsi; but
• Doo Cheade, SqtMt Ckx18do
besides that, there weren't any
•PG-13foracU~
differences,
~and
violence
There definitely weren't any
AMY IRELAND
student reporter

**** 4V~

Burden Brothers

Fans of ~90s rock acts the
Toadies and the Reverend
Ho$n Heat should swing by
Juanita's in Little Roek on Saturday, April 23, to catch the
Burden Brothers.
Singer Todd Lewis, formerly
of the Toadies, started the band
in 2001 with Taz Bentley of the
Reverend Horton Heat. The band
had a recent alternative rock radio
hit with "Beautiful Night."
The Key of Summer and the
Merniaid Purse are scheduled to
open. The show starts at 9:30
p.m. and tickets cost $10.
Tickets may be purchased at
the door or can be charged by
phone at 877-725-8849..

The melodic, piano-driven
indie rock quintet brings its
music to Vino's in Little Rock
on Saturday~ April 23.
The bands Terminal and India
are scheduled to open.
The show starts at 7 p.m. and
tickets are $10 in advance and
$12 the day of the show.

Clu~il~:~~?a

"musical odyssey
through five decades of romantic music," this performance will
grace the FedEx Forum in Memphis on Saturday, April23.
The show features Grammy- and Tony·award winner
Ruth Brown, former lead of the
Temptations Ollie Woodson and
Atlantic Starr.

The show starts at 8 p.m., and
tickets cost between $35 and $40.
To purchase tickets, call the F<rWD.
box office at 901-205-2640 or go
to www.ticketmaster.com.

SHOWS
Finding Nemo on Ice
This production of the computer-animated film hit is coming to Alltel Arena this weekend
in North Little Rock.
Showtimes are 10:30 a.m. and
7 p.m. today. Saturday's showtimes are at 11 a.m., 3 p.m. and
7 p.m. Sunday's times are 1:30
p.m. and 5:30p.m.
Tickets range in price from $16
to $35.To purchase tickets, call
the box office at 501-975-9000 or
go to www .ticketmaster.com.

Ashanti brings--the sarn.e old songs
Singer's 'Concrete Rose' is a tired retread for R&B fans
DENA POWER
student reporter

Everyone knows that finding a
certain style to call their own can
take a while.
But Ashanti is taking forever.
With the release of her third
and latest album~ '~Concrete Rose,"
Ashanti proves th&;t she is trying
for uniqueness, but she comes up
short with a reha:sl!~f her first
two albums.
;,
Every song on her first album
sounded the same, so I didn't bother with the second. Let's not even
mention the "Ashanti's Christmas"
album. This third album, however,
has picked up comJ,Ilercially but is
still a lackluster effort.
As soon as the smooth introduction started playing, I thought
maybe things were looking up for
the self-proclaimed R&B princess.
But needless skits soon followed
(as is the case with many rap/R&B
albums nowadays), and we were
back to the same-old same-old.
If I wanted to listen to a skit I
could have watched "Saturday Night
Live" with my eyes closed.
One good thing about "Concrete
Rose," though, is that the album
contains guest vocal contributions
from T.l., Lloyd and Ja Rule.

The album additionally features contributions from producer 7 Aurelius, who has recently
been providing beats for hip-hop
artists such as LL Cool J and the
previously mentioned Ja Rule. Aurelius is no stranger to pop and
R&B, however, having recently
worked with Britney Spears and
Jennifer Lopez.
Ashanti definitely has smooth
vocals that are neither too hard
nor feathery, but it takes too long
to get to that luxurious voice after
listening to all the talking.
Many of the songs feature good
bass lines, however, which seem to
make the songs flow better.
I was caught off-guard with one
track's rock sound, but that was
the only variation between this
newest release and the sound of
her previous albums.

A true fan of Ashanti would
be rather pleased with this album, especially if said fan fears
change.
. Sensual undertones are heard
- throughout :th~ album that create
a smooth atmosphere, but then
comes the talking and "pop" goes
the groove.
My suspicion is that someone
felt bad for all the skits because
they added a bonus track.
This is a definite take-it-easy
kind of album, but Ashanti doesn't
sound like she is attached to the
music she is singing.
I was reminded of a commercial
I once saw with a cartoon woman
complaining that her cold medicine left her feeling groggy, and
then her head floated away like
a balloon.
Wait until a friend buys the
compact disc. Ashanti's "Concrete
Rose" gets one star out of four for
lack of originality, and for leaving you with that balloon-head
feeling. •

Spring Semester Rates: Feb. 1 - May 31
Searcy Athletic Club
501.268.8080- Membership Includes ProFitness!
$65.00 +tax
Indoor Track & Basketball Court -Aerobics Studio - Co-Ed Workout Area
Women's Only Center- Whirlpools & Steam Rooms- Tanning Beds- Nursery
Swimming Pool - Lockers & Showers - Cafe' - Personal Trainers

ProFitness

501.305.2639 (BODY)
Free Weights - New Cybex Weight Machines - New Cardio Equipment - Personal Trainers

$50.00 +tax

WellSpring Studio - Yoga & Pilates
501.268.9642 (YOGA)- Membership Includes ProFitness!

309 Wisconsin St.
368-TIRE (8473)

$65.00 +tax
Students get all 3 clubs for $156.00 + tax-
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The Bison is a campus newspaper,
edited and largely financed by students,
seeking to provide high-quality joumali&tic discussion of issues of concern to the
Harding community.
It also serves as an educational
tool for students, providing practical
experience to enhance skills learned in
lhe classroom.
The Bison recognizes its responsibilitY
to be accurate, fair and objective in its ~&
porting while upholding the Christian ideals
for which Harding University exists.
It attempts to serve as a forum for
s\udent perspectives, welcoming letters
to the ed~or, which adhere to ethical and
prm.ssional standards and are no more
, than"300 words in length.
• · Signed columns appearing in the
Bis0(1 are the views of the writer and
iTiay not reflect the oflicial policy of the
Harding University administration. Unsigned columns represent the view of
the editorial board.
The Bison is published weekly
(except during breaks, test weeks arid
summer sessions) by Harding University, Searcy, AR 72149. Subscription
rate: $10 per year.
Periodical postage (USPS 577600)
paid at Searcy, AR 72.143. Postmaster:
Send address changes Ill Harding University Box 11192, Searcy, AR 72149-0001.
Contact the Bison office at 501-279-4139
or 501-279-4471 or send faxes to501279-4127.

any years from now, I will
look on this column and wish
I could 1·ewrite it. I will have
learned life lessons from
which I could have some
points of reference.
What is most difficult for me to
fathom is that I thought I knew everything there was to know about life
three years ago when I first set foot
on Harding's campus.
I knew how to talk to girls; I knew
that I had to study a little bit to make
a good grade; and I knew I had the
whole world at my feet just waiting to
·
be conquered.
I'm not so sure if it was just ignorance ,or teenage arrogance. I have
learned many life lessons through trial and error, and I have found myself
learning and continuing niy education
further than I
ever thought
As a senior, I know
possible.
It is amazthe chance for,_me
ing howmany
to have a positlve
life lessons are
learned through
influen~ori··
failure. The
Harding is growing
heartache I
slimmer by
have felt due
to women and
the day.
grades have not
''•,
only made me a
..
···
better studerit; 21; '' ;,
• • 1 ;.·"'
·:~·
but also a better man.
'' ,: ·t
As a senior, I know the chance for
me to leave a positive· influence on·
Harding is growing slimmer by the
day.
· So I believe it is important for me
to share the knowledge that has been
thrown my way by the array of pitches that are known as life.
Men, listen up because though I
am not speaking to any direct individual, I do have some words of wisdom
that will help you on your way. Girls
are interested in more than just a nice
car and how much morley you have in
the bank- at least the ones I should
be talking to are.
Girls at Harding will give any guy
a shot, and since it may only be one
shot, you better make the most of it.
Most importantly, you have to be
willing to throw yourself out there
and risk it all to receive any type of
reward. Also, nice guys do have a tendency to come in last place, but when
they finally do come in first place, the
victory is much sweeter.
College is a place of higher learning and must be taken seriously, bqt
you will meet more people outside of
that world literature book than in it.
College; for me, has been about
making the most out of eve:ry opportunity to meet a new person. Although
my grades have fallen behind at
times, I know that the relationships I
have made will be more cherished and
live on loriger than any "A."
I have been blessed,.and I thank
God for every friendship I have. I ·
hope I am as good of a friend as those
friends have been to me.
Finally, I still have the whole
world at my feet waiting to be conquered. It just seems a lot qigger ~han
T imagined. Every opportunity is out
there. Every chance I have to make
something great of myself is there,
asking me to walk down that road.
I can only hope the one I pick is the
one that will lead to happiness and
fortune, both emotionally and financially.
The road is so close to being a reality. In mere months, I will leave behind my childhood innocence, college
buddies and now these few words of
wisdom that were thankfully learned
the hard way.

M

Brian Hall

work is an act of gratitude
LETTER POLICY Mission
I guess that Greg Russell's letter from last week [April15],
The Bison welcomes
your views on issues
of interest to the
Harding community.
Letters to the editor
from students, faculty,
administrators and the
Searcy community are
enCQI:Iraged:
Letters must be signed,
contain a phone number for verification and
be rio more than 300
words in length. The
Bison reserves the right
to edit letters for style,
clarity and brevity.
Letters to the editor
may be submitted
to HU Box 11192 or
thebison@harding.edu.

''Missions Can Be Overemphasized," would have some good
points in it if it weren't the gospel that we are talking about.
If there are legalistic forces at all embedded in why people do
missions, I would still believe it to be rather underemphasized.
We are talking about the radical transformation of the earth
here- not lacrosse, not a Greek organization, not Spring
Sing, no, not even the institution of marriage.
A revelation occurs when a person comes to know QQd- the
'carver of the canyons and mountains, fashioner of forests and
the epochs of history, painter of starlit skies, wielder of the
winds, and sculptor of the very eyes that embrace this fine
tapestry of nature. And when that person realizes that such
a powerful being cares individually fO{ them in ways that
they cannot even care for themselves a Q. not just accept it as
a suitable theological explanation, then nat person must do
···
something.
A fire is lit, and from the transformi.J:~_.embers of his or her
heart, some type of reaction must ensue:;This reaction is that
thimkful individual's mission. Mission work is an act of gratitude, not merit.
·
Mission work is definitely not confined to those rare breeds
of jungle-trampling, tsetse-slapping rhino tamers. The whole
body of the church is impassioned with the mission. And
whereas the argument that acts of service, hospitality, giving
and many more get shoved out of the limelight and under the
rug is a good argument and should be heard, I do not think
this means that we should slack on foreign field emphasis.
Does the hand say to the eye, "I wish you would stop that 20/
20 nonsense. Maybe you should squint a little bit, or shut one
eye so that we down here wouldn't feel so inadequate and uncomfortable?''

Brion Harrison, senior

University understands financial responsibility
We appreciate the concerns of Steven Baird r'Harding
should not promote credit cards," April15] regarding the
financial responsibility of Harding University and college students with credit cards.
A new program began in the fall in conjunction, with Dr. Jon
Roberts, director of financial aid, called ''Life After Harding."
Dr. Roberts addresses debt, credit cards, student loans, budgeting and other money matters. This program is now offered
each semester, and the financial aid office has workbooks
available on the subject.
Personal Finance (Econ 322) is the most popular elective
in the College of Business Administration, according to Bryan
Burks, dean of COBA. There are many classes on campus that
discuss the responsibilities of Christians regarding giving,
living within your means and promoting the miSsion of Christ
through servant leadership.
·
Harding University and MBNA have worke<t together for
nearly a decade to raise money for scholarships for Harding
students. We also participate with Avis Rental Cars and GradMed Insurance in their affinity programs for scholarships.
The goal of University Advancement is to look for donors
and revenue streams to help subsidize the actual costs for an
education at Harding. Each year thousands of donors give to
Scholarship Fund, and the monies received from the affinity
programs and donors help several thousand Harding students.
We will continue to evaluate our partnership with MBNA
and maintain strong guidelines and standards for our participation. We do not market to current students because we
understand the bombardment of credit cards and the importance of financial responsibility. In the graduation packet, a
Harding credit card application is included. The use of credit
is a personal decision. We respect those who choose not to participate in the credit card program and thank those who help
the University with their credit' card purchases.

Liz Howell, diredo( of Alumni and Parent Relations

.,

·

BARKLEY TERRY is a guest columnist and may be
contacted at bjterry@harding.edu.
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Fanatics tarnish public image of the body ofGzrist
OUR VIEW
PROBLEM
Fanatics twisting
God's word
and tarnishing
the image of
Christianity.
SOLUTION
A clear stance
against those
who use
Scripture to
justify their
violent acts.

The 1996 Olympic bombing can now be
considered a closed case.
Eric Rudolph pleaded guilty April13 to
the attack, as well as to the bombings of two
abortion clinics and a gay nightclub.
Rudolph is a religious fanatic; there is no
way of getting around it. In the eyes of many
in our country, his actions, sadly, reflect on
Christianity as a whole.
The pop culture and mass media image of
the violent religious fanatic is given fuel every time a man like Rudolph decides to blow
up something.
Once men like this are caught, they unapologetically use the news media to spread
their murderous doctrine, on which they believe God smiles.
Following the capture of these men, news
stories also feature the obligatory comment
from a religious or anti-abortion leader who
basically says they agree that abortion is
wrong, but disagree with the crimes of the
guilty man.
Denouncements of attacks such as these
seem half-hearted.
Instead of the head of an anti-abortion
group emphasizing that he or she doesn't
agree with abortion before or after denouncing the attacks, shouldn't they just say that
what Rudolph did was wrong and leave it at
that?
If you are cited as being head of an antiabortion group, then chances are the viewing

or reading public knows your stance on abortion without you mentioning it.
These comments blur the public perception of how anti-abortion, specifically Christian anti-abortion, activists feel about violent
actions taken against clinics.
Christian anti-abortion activists should
draw a line in the sand, clearly separating
people of faith from men like Rudolph.
One Eric Rudolph can garner more attention than that given to the work of a feVl
hundred, or a few thousand righteous men. A clear distinction must be made between
true followers of Christ and those who twist
his teachings.
Christians should be the absolute first
to speak out against men who would commit such atrocities in the name of our God.
When interviewed about crimes such as
these, expressing horror should be the ultimate goal of Christian commentators, not
using it as a chance to plug anti-abortion
views.
There are times for that, and interviews
following tragedies such as these aren't
those times.
Christ is saddened by the violent end of
any life, regardless of whether it's an unborn
fetus, an abortion clinic doctor or a homosexual club-goer.
.
·
We can not allow violent perversion of the
word of God to occur and then respond with
ambiguity.

-.

The importance of the new pope
Benedict XVI is Christianity's face for many in the world
·so
not
we got the point. Pope
John Paul II was a great
man.
When he died,Rome over. flowed with grieving Catholics and even church-of-Christ
Harding lowered its flags.
Then, in one of the shortest
conclaves in history, the cardinals elected the new representative of Christ on earth. White
smoke rose from the Sistine
Chapel. The bells of St. Peter's
chimed. The crowds cheered as
Benedict XVI emerged overlooking St. Peter's Square. The
Italians cried. The Germans
gloated. In the States, liberal
commentators condemned the
new pope for being a conservative, and conservative commentators tried not to deride him
too much for being Catholic.
And we non-Catholics wondered why the heck we should
care about the slightly unfortunate-looking new man in white.
The Catholic Church claims
about 1.1 billion faithful worldwide, more than half of all2.14
billion people who call them-

''We are moving toward a
end the Cold War.
. .b.. Th,eX~tican,h!!-;~, 9Pl?q~~.9 .. , . . dictatorship of relativism which
' does
recogruze' anything as
a ort10n and scientists wno
want to play God. It has warned for certain and which has as its
against the destruction that
highest goal one's own ego and
sexual immoralii.y and acceptone's own desires," he told the
cardinals.
ing homosexualit~ ~!? normal
holds for a society. :Recent popes
"Christ is the real measure
of humanism," he said. '"Adult'
have spoken out for D~ace, for
Whatever Benedict XVI says the rights of the op~essed and isn't a faith that follows waves
or does will reflect on how have never ceased tlJ affirm the of fashion. Adulthood and matuvalue of human life as made in
rity are a faith profoundly rootthe rest of the world sees
the image of God.
ed in friendship with Christ."
Benedict XVI is not going to
Benedict's strong emphasis
Christianity as a whole.
step down on those issues. In
on the freedom that Christian
fact, he seems to want to use
values bring is based on his
selves Christian. Whatever
the Catholic Church's substanyouth in World War II GermaBenedict XVI says or does will
tial influence to combat what he ny, where he was horrified by
reflect on how the rest of the
has called "the dictatorship of
Nazi and Communist atrocities.
world sees Christianity. His
relativism."
Both ideologies arose, he has
opinions are weighty enough to
"Having a clear faith based
emphasized, when Europeans
influence religious and political
on the creed of the church is
forgot their Christian heritage
debates, and his media access
often labeled as fundamentaland abandoned the search for
allows him to set the tone for
objective moral standards.
ism," he preached to his fellow
society's conversations about
Catholic or not, Benedict XVI
cardinals before the conclave.
morals, the value of life, justice
may turn out to be among ou'r
''Meanwhile, relativism, which
and how to treat the helpless.
greatest allies.
is letting oneself be tossed and
One reason John Paul II was 'swept along by every wind of
JONATHAN REINHARDT is a guest columnist
admired was that his influence
teaching,' looks like the only
for the Bison and may be contacted at
helped overthrow Communism
attitude acceptable to modern
jgreinhardt@harding.edu.
in Poland, and thus eventually
standards.

Q: If Harding hod trading cords, whose cord would you wont?

''Definitely Dr. Cronk, the
[information technology]
teacher, because she's fly."

"I would definitely want
Dr. Burks because he's
awesome, and I respect
and admire him."

ADAM PERVIS,

NATALIE NIX,

freshman

junior

"Jimmy Allen, because
he could beat most students in sports."

NATHANIEL BARNm,
senior

"I would have to say that I'd
want the [sophomore] James
Calhoun and the pineapple
incident trading card."

HEATHER SHERRY,
freshman

STEVEN PROFAIZER

Yada, Yada
Yada
A-Rod yanks
kid from harm;
media swarm
ere's an angel in the ineld.
At least that's what
he Yankees want you to
elieve.
For the last week, there has
been substantial coverage of
an April14 near-accident in
Boston where Alex Rodriguez,
the Yankees' third baseman,
prevented Patrick McCarthy,
an 8-year-old boy, from darting
out onto a busy Boston street
and into the path of an oncoming truck.
''The kid was going to get
run over," Rodriguez said. "I
just kind of put my arm out
and stopped him ... I'm just
thankful the little boy is still
around, I guess."
'Truly the words of a hero.
Since last Thursday, the
media have frenzied over the
story. Several news media, -including the Orlando Sentinel,
immediately began to blow the
story into epic proportions, saying Rodriguez risked his life
(by sticking his arm out to stop
the kid).
According to a report on
Newsday.com, Little Patrick
has now been asked to appear
on ABC's sitcom, "Neighbors,"
as well as Dennis Leary's
show, ''Rescue Me."
Joe McCarthy, the boy's
father and apparently the biggest Yankee fan in the world,
certainly hasn't helped control
the media hoopla surrounding
the incident.
"Our hearts go out to Alex,"
he said. "To us, he's St. Alex,
patron saint of protection for
the McCarthy family."
Now I do not want to suggest that Rodriguez's actions
are not worthy of thanks. They
were certainly very thoughtful
and maybe even noble, but heroic is pushing it.
After all, he did just move
his arm to prevent a child's
death. I think it's fair to say
that's expected in our society.
All Rodriguez did was act
like a human. What type of a
person would see the kid coming and think, "Here comes a
truck. There goes a kid. But,
eh, it's been kind of a long
day," and not move their arm
to save a life?
While Rodriguez has set
an example for all lazy people
who would consider not sticking their arm out to save an 8year-old, his ''heroics" were not
worthy of the meclia attention
they received.
The truck driver braked in
attempt to not pancake the
child; was his act any less heroic according to the standards
set by the media?
The media have a weird
habit of glorifying celebrities
for just being alive. The daily
activities that all of us participate in become miraculous
when performed by a celebrity.
Last week another prime
example of this phenomenon could be found splattered across newspapers and
newscasts across the country
as they announced Britriey
Spears' pregnancy.
Certainly something for
which we should congratulate
Mrs. Spears for accomplishing,
but is it really worthy of the
extensive coverage in received?
Mter all, was anyone really
that shocked at the news?

I

STIVEN PROFAIZER may be contacted through
e-mail at sfprofaizer@harding.edu.
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Intralllural jackets relVard athletes
Students participate in athletics for ·health, fun
Female students can earn an
intramural jacket as well, but their
qualifications for doing so differ
Students who enjoy participat- from men's qualifications.
ing in intramural sports can gain
There is no minimum for points
a chance to receive an intramural earned, so the 10 women who accujacket as a reward for their dedica- mulate the most points thioughout
tion to sports competition.
the year receive jackets. The womJim Gowen director of men's an with the most points receives a
intramurals, said an intramural plaque along with her jacket.
Though many qualifying factors
letter jacket acts like the high-school
version of the varsity letter jacket, are involved in earning an intraand the jacket is a way to honor mural jacket, the key to winning
those who participate in intramural a jacket is participation.
sports throughout the year.
Because being the best .athlete
"The jacket is a way to give isn't a requirement, winners of the
recognition to the [stujacket earn it through
dents] who are interested
participation in various
in sports and who want to "The jacket is a way activities throughout
compete on many different to give recognition the year.
levels," Gowen said.
Points are given to
to the [students]
A male student can who are interested those who participate
receive a jacket by earnin a sport, those voted
in sports and who
ing points while particto the All-Star team in
want to compete
ipating in intramural
a sport and those who
set a new record in an
sporting events offered
on many different
on campus.
event.
levels."
According to the men's
Senior Cade Smith,
intramural sports handa
third-year
qualifier
JIM GOWEN,
book, to earn a letter jacket
for the intr-amural
a student must regularly
l!IRWO!:.Ilf-~!'S -,
jacket, said he began
participate in all major
~
- .. tcyingforanintramusports, all singles and doural jacket because he
bles, complete an event
worked for the campus
in swimming, and participate in intramural department.
cross country and the intramural
"I was at [almost every] event
pursuit race.
anyway," Smith said. "I figured
Athletes must also enter all that adding a few more to my list
three "Up" contests: sit-ups, push- wouldn't make much of a differups and chin-ups, enter at least 50 ence, and I like to compete."
percent of the sport skills events
For students like Smith who
offered, and accumulate a mini- earn the 2,000 points needed in
mum of 2,000 intramural points oonsecutive years, prizes other than
for the year.
a jacket are awarded. Second-year
ERIN COOK
student reporter

Lady Bison Basketball

Lady Bison Track

Catherine McMenamy signed a
letter of intent April 14 to play for the
Lady Bisons next year. McMenamy Is
a 5-foot-9 guard from Canyon, Texas.
McMenamy eamed all-district, all-region
and all-state honors while leading Canyon to its third straight Texas 3A-State
Championship.
McMenamy is the Lady Bison's first
signee under new head coach Tim Kirby.

Senior Janet Kogo won the women's
10,000-meter race at the Sea Ray
Relays April15 at the University of
Tennessee. Kogo broke her own school
record, finishing the race with a time of
34 minutes and 21.8 seconds. Her time
automatically qualified her for nationals
and is the fastest time by a NCAA Division II ruMer this season.
Sophomore VIcky EcheYen1a placed

qualifiers earn an intramural blanket and third-year qualifiers earn
an intramural sweater.
Gowen said at the beginning of
the 2004-2005 intramural year, 14
men began the quest for an intramural jacket, and now there are
only six remaining.
Smith said students will have
an easier time completing all the
requirements for an intramural
jacket if they have certain qualities.
,
"[The participants] should be
patient and somewhat persistent
because it takes a lot of involvement," Smith said. "[They] need to
like to meet .new people because
[they're] going to be around new
people constantly. fve met sp many
people and made so many friends
through intramural sports."
Being able to work through frustration is another quality a competitor should have, Smith said.
"You have to be able to be OK
with not being great at a sport
and sticking with it anyway,"
Smith said.
Gowen said that through his
years as a director of intramural
sports, he has noticed similarities
among those who finish the school
year with enough points to earn
an intramural jacket.
''They all have a love of sports
and love to compete," Gowen said.
'"They are generally responsible guys
because it takes a lot of initiative to
get all the requirements fulfilled.
They don't have to be the greatest athletes on campus; they just
have to be resilient and steadfast
in their ability to compete." •

=-

1oth In the 3,001kneter
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Sophomore Jea8ICa'.Pingr8 ran the
3,()(J().melar for the ftrst time In compellion and placed~The Lady Blaons continue their season lhiB weelcand at the Kansas Relays.

'

NEED STORAGE SPACE?
EZ Mini-STORAGE
593-1092

Making the catch
Senior Gilberto Valdez reaches to receive a pitch April16 during the first of two games
played that weekend against the University of Arkansas-Monticello. The Bisons lost the
first game ofthe doubleheader 12-9.

Blsons Track
The men's distance medley l8lay
placed second during the Sea Ray
Relays Aprll16.
The 1eam, OOIIIIIslillg of seniors

James Mason and Reed Fisher.~
men Przemek Bobrowski and frelhman
Artur Kern. finished the race In 9 rmutes
and 53.48 seconds, shatler'•IQ Harding's
oldest school track record from 1986. 'the
Pf9VIoUs record time was10:01.94.

Grassy Knoll Holdin2s LLC

.

Mini storage units and U:Haul

Six convenient locations
$5 student discount
Main Office: 508 E. Booth Rd.
Other Locations:
117 Central Ave.
2276 Hwy 267 South
1404 W. Pleasure Ave.
407 E. Lincoln
3356 Hwy 36 West

501-230-1103

Small or large s-paces available
•

Month to month lease
Security lighting and fencing
Close to campus

SRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
Let Us CustomiJe Your Announcements

~
..,_,

~

With

YOUAName

YOUR Degree
"Cot~W See.Our Gntlt Selection OfAlulo~U~CG~D~~s"

HARDING PRESS
s. Remi
• 279-4341

Just ask about our

STUDENT DISCOUNT!
593-1092
300 Froud St. (off Benton Ave.)

Positive
use of
negative
space.
advertise the bison .
501-279-4330
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Pushing the luck·
thletes dream about going out on top, but I often
wonder if they know when
to quit.
Mark McGwire knew
it was time to walk away from
baseball after he hit 70 home runs
in 1999. Michael Jordan retired
at a time when most basketball
fans still considered him the best.
Of course, he made a less-thansuccessful return to the game
sev.eral years later, but that's
another column.
Lance Armstrong announced
April18 that after this year's Tour
de France, he will retire. I just
can't help think he's pushing his
luck a little.
Armstrong entered the limelight when he won his first Tour.
The press fell in love with him
when they found out he was a
cancer survivor, and things took
off from there.
Armstrong has now won six
consecutive Tours, and on July 24
he could go home with a seventh
win. Last year he broke the record
for most consecutive Tour wins,
and people immediately began
to wonder if he would be daring
enough to try for a seventh.
He is preparing for the race
the same way he has in previous years. He trains on his own,
and, right now, he's in the sixday Tour of Georgia, a 648-mile
event that began April19. Tour
of Georgia officials promoted the
race as America's farewell to Armstrong, and, in turn received more
than 500 media credential applications for the race.
To Armstrong's credit, he
has brought more attention to
cycling, and cancer, than a lot
of people ever dreamed of, and
tp.ey'll all be disappointed to see
him retire. The good news is that
Armstrong is already plarming to
become a louder voice as a cancer survivor. Do I see another
rou-nd of·'Lives~rong' bracelets
in the future?
Armstrong readily admitted

A

From the
Bleachers
As ridiculous as it
sounds, I can't help but
compare this situation,
or any other time an
athlete is faced with the
decision of retirement, to
contestants on "Wheel of
Fortune."
that he wasn't sure if he had the
ability to win again, but that he
was more than ready to try. I
have to give him credit for that.
As ridiculous as it sounds,
I can't help but compare this
situation, or any other time an
athlete is faced with the decision
of retirement, to contestants on
''Wheel of Fortune."
It's always obvious when a
person knows the answer to the
puzzle, yet they continue to spin
the wheel in hopes of winning more
money. When they do, they land
on Bankrupt and lose all of the
money they have, and usually a
chance at winning the round.
It's times like those that they
would have been better off solving
the puzzle with the money they
had and going out on top, just
like an athlete who falls apart
in his final season would have
been better off quitting when he
was ahead.
rm not saying that ArmStrong
doesn't have the potential-to win
the Tour again, especially since
he has surprised doctors and
competitors alike in the past. I
just hope he doesn't disappoint
himself. •

This week's winner of the sports challenge is freshman
Matt Hoffman. Major League Baseball is in full swing now
and with the NBA season over, sports challenge will be all
baseball for the last two weeks of this year's Bison. Same
thing as usual this week. Fill out the information below and
check your picks for the games (including the exact score of
the tie breaker), then rip this form out of the paper and drop
it in the Sports Challenge box on the ledge next to the Post
Office windows. Good luck!

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Box#_________
Phone#_ _ _ _ _ _ ___

•

MLB Baseball
Rangers @ Yankees
White Sox @ Royals
_ Astros @ Cardinals
_ Twins @ Tigers _
_ Athletics @ Angels _
_ Reds @ Marlins _
_ Padres @ Diamondbacks _
Dodgers @ Rockies
_ Indians @ Mariners _
_ Phillies @ Braves _

Tie Breaker:
Harding Baseball (Saturday's first game)
Harding vs. Ouachita Baptist
*Editors picks are in bold

JEFF MONTGOMERY/Public Relations

Senior Briana Lutes swings at a ball during practice April12. The tennis teams completed regular season play April16 at the Gulf
South Conference and will find out April 25 if they advance to the NCAA Division II tournament.

Still swinging strong
Tennis teams may advance to national tournament
JENNIFER ALLEN
student reporter

The tennis teams finished their
regular seasons with winning records April16 in Pensacola, Fla.,
as the Gulf South Conference tournament came to an end.
Despite each team's 0-2 tournament record, coach David Elliot
said the teams lllay have earned
the chance to advance the .NCM
Division II tournament'Ray 5-6.
Elliot said the teams are excited
about the possibility o£playingin the
NCAA Division'H tournament.
''We think we·~~ualified for
nationals," Elliot s8.la ''We'll probably know in the 'tl~ couple of
days if we're going-;;;
Elliot said 'the teams will find
out April 25 if they will travel to
the tournament, which will probably be in Pensacola.
The Lady Bisons finished the
regular season with an 18-12 record while the Bisons were 16-7.
BOth teams are ranked No. 7 in the
NCAA DiVision II South Region.
Losses aside, Elliot said the
teams were pleased with the way
they played against the competition at the GSC tournament.
''We played hard," Elliot said.

''We lost a lot [of players] last
''We just-.weren't as good as our
year," Elliot said. "That gave us
opponent.",
The Bisons lost 5-0 to No. 2- an uphill battle, but we climbed
i'anked Valdosta State University it and made it. We had several
during the first round and lost 5-0 people come through that surto the UniversityofNorthAlabama prised us."
Elliot said one of his favorin the consolation round. Valdosta
State moved on to the championship ite memories of the season was
round, but lost to the University the AprilS match against No. 24
-ranked Oklahoma Christian Uniof West Florida.
The women's team also lost versity. The men's team beat OC
to Valdosta State 5-0: in the first for the first time since 1995 by a
round of action lhlclftre:ti'lb'~f 5-2·ttr ··S'cdre·of 5-4:
"They are
Lincoln Memorial
highly ranked,
University. The
"We think we're qualified for
so that was a
Valdosta State
women's team
nationals. We'll probably know in big win," Elliot
went on to win
said.
the next couple of days if we're
Ferreira said
the conference
going."
that it was a good
tournament.
Lady Bimatch.
DAVID ELLIOT,
"It was surson freshman
COACH
prising," FerKarina Gomes
walked away
reira said. "We
from the tourdidn't expect to
beat them."
nament with
Elliot said he is especially proud
the GSC West Division Freshman of the Year award while of the teams because he thinks the
Bison senior David Ferreira and GSC is the toughest region because
sophomore Ryan Roberts earned the competition is so strong.
''We didn't lose to anyone who
First Team All-GSC honors.
Elliot said he was pleased with wasn't considerably better than
the overall season and with the us," Elliot said. "I feel real good
way the athletes performed.
about that." •

Whether you're looking to buy a home or sell your
current property, I can help! Go to my website,
www.judyhoggard.com, and use my mortgage calculator,
browse ALL the active listings in

SUMMER
HELP
WANTED

the area, get stats and facts about

* Excellent Starting Pay *

Searcy and much more! Visit me

+ Flexible Schedules

online or call today!

+Valuable Resume Expenence

+All Majors Welcome- Training Provided
+Internships Possible
• Gain Experience in Customer Sales/Service

• Locations Nationwide
+ Conditions Apply
+ 100 National Scholarships Awarded Annually
+All Ages 18+

APPLY NOW, BEGIN AFTER FINALS

Little Rock, AR ..... 501-255-7101

Chosen as:
Arkansas' REIMJJX Rookie of the Year 2004!

Memphis, T~ .............. 901-684-1703
Jackson, MS __ ............. 601-919-2704
Nashville, TN ............ .. 61 5-832-8448
Chattanooga, TN ......... 423-5#4674
Knoxville, TN ............. 865-691-2666

. .VECTOR.

mobile: (501) 593-1800
~
office: (501) 268-1115
Outstanding Agen .
web: www.judyhoggard.com
Outmoding Result§;
e-mail: judy®judyhoggard.com REI MAX Advantage
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The second Students' Best Photo Submission Contest drew in
more than 100 entries. Photos ranged from shots taken around
campus to photos from around the world.
Bison photographer Chelsea Roberson had her work cut out
for her this week when the submissions started pouring in. With
so many shots to choose from, Roberson chose the top five with
help from the Bison staff.
The top five will receive gift certificates via campus ll'lail from
local restaurants. Thanks to the sponsors and to those who sent
in entries.

www.harding.edu/thebison/

PHOTOGRAPHER:
Freshman Michael Wright
PICTURE DETAILS:
Adifferent angle at a cemetery in~
Searcy. Wright said, "I was overwhelmed ,
with college life, and going to the ·. \··. ·
cemetery helped me put my probletris in\; .
perspective."
·'
BISON REACTION:
"There were afew reasons why Icho5e .
this photo as the winner. Whether by
chance or by choice, the over-exposure of •·, ·
the photo gives the composition a unique ···
feel and look that none of the other
entries had. It took what could
have been a cliche shot and
turned it into an artistic and
beautiful photo:·

PHOTOGRAPHER:
Freshman lauren Greek
PICTURE DETAILS:
Asummer sunset in
Heber Springs.

PHOTOGRAPHER:
Senior Taylor Williams
PICTURE DETAILS:
Aside canal in Venice,
Italy, Nov. 23, 2003.

PHOT06RAPHER:
Sophomore Aaron Beaird
PICTURE DETAILS:
Azebra's eye at aTexas zoo.

#4

PHOTOGRAPHER:
Sophomore Michael Means
PICTURE DETAILS:
AHarding manhole reflects the clouds.

thanks sponsors.
Pizza Pro, Midnight Oil, Ryan's Family Steak
House, Lenny's and Dairy Queen

